
TAUT AND TIGHT COMPLEX MANIFOLDS

THEODORE J. BARTH

Abstract. Taut and tight manifolds, introduced recently by

H. Wu, are characterized as follows. Let D denote the open unit disk

in C. The complex manifold N is taut iff the set A (D, N) of holo-

morphic maps from D into N is a normal family. If d is a metric

inducing the topology on N, (N, d) is tight iff A (D, N) is equicon-

tinuous. It is also shown that every taut manifold is tight in a suit-

able metric.

By convention, all complex manifolds are connected and second

countable. For complex manifolds M and N, A (M, N) denotes the

set of holomorphic maps from M into N. According to Wu [3, Defini-

tions 1.2 and 1.3, p. 199], N is called taut iff A(M, N) is normal for

all M. If d is a metric inducing the topology on N, (N, d) is called

tight iff A (M, N) is equicontinuous for all M.

Let || || denote the euclidean norm in O and Dm = {z \ \ \ z\ | < 1} C Cm

be the unit ball.

Theorem 1. Let d be a metric inducing the topology on the complex

manifold N. If A (D, N) is equicontinuous, then (N, d) is tight.

Proof. Suppose that (N, d) is not tight. Then there exists a com-

plex manifold M such that A(M,N) is not equicontinuous. This

means that there exist eo>0, moEM, and sequences {mk} in M, {fk}

in A(M,N) such that mk—*m0 as k—><» and d(fk(mk), fk(mo))^e0 for

all k. By going to local coordinates, we may assume that mo = OEDm

EM and that mkEDm for all k. For zED, define gk(z) =fk(zmk/\\mk^).

Then gkEA(D, N), ||»»*||-»0 as fe->oo, and d(g*(||»«t||), &(0))
= d(fk(mk), /i(m0))^eo for all k. Thus A(D, N) is not equicontin-

uous.    □

For topological spaces M and N, let C(M, N) denote the space of

continuous maps from M into N endowed with the compact-open

topology [l, p. 221 ]. Let N* = AW { w } be the one point compactifi-

cation of N [l, p. 150]. Abusing notation, «> also denotes the maps

into N* which are identically w.

Lemma 1. Let N be a connected locally compact metric space. Then N

is second countable and N* is metrizable.
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Proof. According to [2, Lemma 3, pp. 269-271], N is second

countable. Since N is locally compact, N* is second countable. By

the Urysohn metrization theorem [l, Theorem 16, p. 125], N* is

metrizable.    □

Lemma 2. Let M and N be connected locally compact metric spaces,

and let F be a closed subset of C(M, N). Then F is a normal family if

and only if F*U {<*>} is a compact subset of C(M, N*).

Proof. Since AI and N* are second countable (Lemma 1), so is

C(M, N*). Thus compact means sequentially compact. The conclu-

sion then follows from the definition of a normal family [3, Definition

1.1, p. 197].    □

Lemma 3. Let M be a locally compact metric space, and let N0 be a

compact metric space. Then a subset of C(M, No) is compact if and only

if it is closed and equicontinuous.

Proof. This is a special case of the Ascoli theorem [l, Theorem 17,

pp. 233-234].    □

Theorem 2. Let N be a complex manifold. If A(D, N) is a normal

family, then N is taut.

Proof. By Lemma 1, N* is metrizable. Let d be a metric inducing

the topology on N*. By Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, A(D, N)VJ{ oo J is

closed and equicontinuous in C(D, N*). According to Theorem 1,

(N, d) is tight.
Suppose that N is not taut. According to [3, Lemma 1.3, p. 199],

there exists an integer m such that F = A(Dm, N) is not a normal

family. By Lemma 2, F\J {oo } is not a compact subset of C(Dm, N*).

Since (N, d) is tight, F^J { oo } is equicontinuous; thus (Lemma 3)

FVJ { oo } is not closed in C(Dm, N*). Let [fk} be a sequence in F with

fk-+fEC(D°>, N*)-(FVJ {<*>}) as *-*«. Note that fEC(Dm, N)
W { oo }. If f(0) = oo, take aEDm with/(a) ^ oo ; if/(0) 9± oo, take aED™

with/(a) = oo. For zED, define gk(z) =/*(za/||a||) and g(z) =/(za/||a||).

Then gkEA(D, N), gEC(D, N*), g$A(D, N)V {oo }, and gk-^g as
k—>oo. Thus A(D, N)KJ{ oo } is not closed in C(D, N*), a contra-

diction.    □

Theorem 3.1 Let N be a taut manifold. Then there exists a metric d

inducing the topology on N such that (N, d) is tight.

1 This theorem has been obtained independently by Donald Eisenman (to appear

in the Transactions of the American Society) and Peter Kiernan (to appear in the

Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society) using different methods.
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Proof. Repeat the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2.    □

As a sample application, we note that Theorem 3 and [3, Theorem

D, pp. 208-209] immediately yield [3, Theorem D', pp. 208-210].
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